All those signs of culture at activity may indicate membership:

- Environment, buildings, sacred sites, locations
- Artifacts, terms
- Language
- Tools, processes, technologies, ceremonies, rituals, artifacts, activities, cycles, special times
- Foods, dances, designs, expressions of art

- Social, physical, economic, ideological, everyday, secret
- Formal, routine, rules, laws, rituals, beliefs, values, attitudes, ideology
- Feelings, identities, stereotypes, symbols, beliefs, values, rules, laws, procedures, practices
- Space, order, appearance

- Objects, artifacts, institutions, practices, rituals
- Patterns, behaviors, roles, models, heroes, leaders, people, mainstream

- BWG - Culture
- Diversity, conflict, conformity
- Mainstream, us, engineers, trend-setters, officials, leaders, heroes, models, teachers, students, followers

- Culture within the community

- Myth, ceremony, cycle